
Zsofia Sophansay  

for Hungarian Society 

Secretary 

I am a second year Psychology (PBS) student from Churchill College and I am 
applying for the role of Secretary in the Hungarian Society. 

 

Why am I standing for this role? 

• I really enjoy being a member of the Hungarian Society in Cambridge and I 
would like to contribute to make this society even better. The role of the Secretary 
is perfect for me as it is key in ensuring the successful functioning of the society. 
 

What would I do? 

• Focus on clear communication between committee and society members and 
make sure that new ideas from anybody are listened to and realised if possible. 

• Organise committee meetings and support other committee members in their 
roles as much as possible, for example by assisting in the organisation of society 
events. 

• Write informative minutes and post them on the website/send them out in e-mails 
so that everyone in the society knows what happens at the committee meetings 
and can contribute to what is discussed in these.  

• Be available if someone needs me at short notice. 
 

Why vote for me? 

• I was the Logistics Officer at the International Development Conference that was 
held last December in Cambridge. Organising this event required a lot of time 
commitment (weekly meetings) and I also learned how to co-operate efficiently 
with the other members of the committee. I also learned how to publicise an event 
using the media and how to attract potential speakers. 

• I volunteer weekly with Streetbite, which has helped me to communicate with 
people from a wide range of backgrounds and be able to listen to a variety of 
opinions and needs. 

• I am the college representative for a number of societies (Cambridge Hub, 
UNICEF, RAG) thus I have experience in publicising events in college. 

• Finally, I am also very friendly and sociable and I would love to get to know even 
more people from the Hungarian community in Cambridge and make sure this 
society continues the positive changes it has made this year! 

 

Thank you for reading! :) 

 

Proposer: Marton Peter Price 


